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About This Game

Steamroll is an adventure and puzzle game with a touch of minigolf. It creates a steampunk atmosphere where you will have
to solve puzzles by designing and shooting steamballs from your vehicle to create ramps, walls, activate triggers, blow things

away, and more.

In Steamroll you are a young engineer in his first day of work and take control of the Scarabeus, the greatest new steam-
fuelled vehicle invention, while you try to survive in a crumbling mine and look for a way out.

The Scarabeus

Half beetle, half armadillo, this amazing rolling vehicle can transform and deploy itself into certain bases. This allows you to fill
the steam tank and, most important, to shoot steamballs.
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In its shooting form, the Scarabeus is connected to an underground resources tank. From there, you'll have to find out the best
angle to solve the puzzles this mine proposes. Precision and calculus are needed to push buttons, activate switches and open

doors.

Steamballs

These small spheric devices can be shot in several angles and intensity. You'll have to be careful using them, you'll have a
limited amount of resources in each deployment base. Steamballs can be filled with latest technology inventions, which will

deploy after the steamball is shot.
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Walls will allow you to create surfaces in which steamballs will bounce.

Explosives might be very useful to get rid of garbage and obstacles.

 Placed correctly, a ramp is the best way to reach higher places.

Explore this dark steampunk adventure and meet some weird characters in your great and dangerous escape. Use your skills
wisely and remember that patience is a virtue.
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Title: Steamroll
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Anticto
Publisher:
Anticto
Release Date: 19 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 Service Pack 1

Processor: Intel i3 1.8GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia GeForce 260GTX series card or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2500 MB available space

English,German,French,Russian,Ukrainian,Korean
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I actually backed this game way back on their Kickstarter\/greenlight and kudos to the dev\u2019s for sticking with the project.
It must have been tempting to call it a day but I\u2019m glad they kept going, I always thought the premise behind this game
was fantastic, as it puts you in the mind of a suspected murderer. Add in the science fiction element and you should have an
interesting first-person psychological horror. I\u2019ve only just got around to playing it, so here are my thoughts.

I have to agree it is a thematically "smart" game and straight off the bat the game oozes oppressive atmosphere. Gameplay is
broken up into exploring memories of a suspected murderer while piecing together evidence and solving puzzles. Much of the
lore and backstory are told by some great environmental storytelling, from children\u2019s letters scattered on the floor, flowers
left with a toy car and the \u2018something\u2019 in the vents that feeds on a body and drags it out of sight! In particular the
Toyama work camp memory really drives home the big brother vibe, with security cameras monitoring \u2018workers\u2019
living quarters while mechanized guards patrol outside.

The audio design is impressive, especially in the apartment, you can hear the sounds of arguing residents above you, ambient
sounds of the world outside and security forces patrolling the area. This really enriches the game world and adds to that feel of
constant dread and dystopia as it pulls you in and makes you want to explore the world.

The focus on the story is also very intriguing and is delivered by picking up newspaper clippings, dictaphone recordings and
exploring memories. You can tell the dev\u2019s have thought a lot about how the story and gameplay are connected. For
example, the game makes use of an interesting survival mechanic called Cohesion. Narratively, its a great way of creating a
sense of presence, that you are a custodian, linked to a mind via bio mechanical systems..

This also works for the puzzles; mental defenses players must solve to carry on. The save system maintains this goal and takes an
abstract system and integrates into the narrative and lore of the game which I really enjoyed. These elements, create a real
feeling of being inside the game's world.

Onto the lighting, the game is dark, but IMHO, it works. I had no trouble finding cohesion or quest items as I played. I did
however play in a darkened room though so that may have something to do with the lighting levels and adjusted the gamma
accordingly. Sometimes what\u2019s hidden in the darkness is more terrifying as your mind fills in the blanks!

The game does end with a 'to be continued' tag and I do hope that there will be more gameplay to follow. Judging by the
dev\u2019s devotion and their communication here and on discord I think we can safely say they\u2019ll be more to come.
I\u2019m particularly looking forward to VR support!

If you enjoy a thinking man\u2019s horror game, I\u2019d give it a try! 8\/10.. Dynamite jack is a Dynamite Game in every
sense of the word.

The story follows Jack in his attempt to escape from the mines, and you guide him through the caves and avoiding the guards.

The game isn't very hard if you're just trying to rush through, so challenging yourself to beat each levels 'goals' will make it a lot
trickier. That said, the game doesn't take an especially long time to complete. This is where the in-built level editor, and
comunity maps come in handy. There are plenty of them for you to play, allowing for extended value to the playtime.

The various types of enemy and hazard get progressively more difficult, and there is a wide enough variety that you can discover
as you progress.

This game can be controlled via. keyboard or controller. I found that keyboard was easier to control, but both work well.

The graphics in this game are very nice. The maps are well designed to give the feeling that you are trapped in 'caves', even
though it's all top-down. The colour accenting isn't too over the top, and the glow given off by various entities is very subtle and
adds a lot of depth to the maps.

This game's soundtrack is great.
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I found no bugs in this game, it's very well made.

This is a great top-down stealth game, and definitely worth the money.. Alright at first but gets old very fast. Boring gameplay..
Totally excited about this game! Have already completed the game once and now hunting all the achievements. Here is why I'm
in love with this game:

 Colorful and crazy game world where almost every pumpkin is trying to share its thoughts with you. It's made so
organically well that after some time you'll find yourself actually living in this world.

 Plasticine setting suits the game really well. There are not so many plasticine games which you can't imagine being
made not of plasticine, you know. Don't open the doors is a great example (alongside the Neverhood of course).

 Hack'n'slash game mechanics. If you love games like Bastion or even Diablo give this game a try. The controls aren't
casual like in the Diablo though so be ready to run and evade from attacks a lot.

 The story is weird in a funny way. There are tons of dialogs and I read each and every of them. Sometimes I was
laughing obscenely loud :)

Of course, you can find some disadvantages, especially if you're tempted hack'n'slash player. The combat system is a bit clumsy
and there is no enough variety of weapons, skills and other RPG related stuff as for me. But I didn't actually think about all of
these things before my first game completion :)

Summarizing, if you love hack'n'slash games or games with a rich game world and an addictive story or hand-crafted games
with a soul or games with talking pumpkins then I strongly recommend to think about purchasing this game. If you love all of
those, then buy it immediately for sure! :). There's no tutorial. The game expects you to have played previous editions of this
game which i have not.
There's no way of knowing if what you're doing is working or if you're even doing it correctly. e.g wiggle the right stick side to
side to get a quick play the ball. It's either never worked or i'm not doing it correctly. Who knows? that's why most games have
tutorials to make sure the player understands what to do and then successfully executes the function to move to the next stage of
the tutorial.

. This game is definitely not for everyone. STEEP learning curve with a bewildering array of options woefully underexplained in
the joke of a tutorial ensure that it will never be called easily accessible. For some reason even though it is ten years old it runs
very slow on modern systems and that only gets worse as the game progresses. There are steps to alleviate that somewhat but you
have to google it for yourself. Also, the guy (yes A GUY not a team) who made it has apparently given up on it so support
comes from the fans. Diplomacy is really only for role-playing humans since the myriad of options are largely wasted on the AI.
Yet despite all of that I have to say that I have really enjoyed playing a game that allows me to attack enemies with drones,
viruses, anti-proton beams (laser-like beam weapon), meson cannons (space shotgun), missiles, spies (espionage can really be
effective at high values), ground troops, and if all that fails you can blow up the planet or even the star it orbits. There are no
premade ships and thats a good thing. You are free to build a kamikaze fleet of ramming self destructable ships or maybe a
Marine carrier that just boards enemy ships and adds them to your empire. What if they use a master computer and no crew?
Just attack with a computer virus. Speaking of virus, you can drop a viral bomb and start a freaking plague if you feel like it.
Don't like the enemy attacking you from a wormhole behind your fleet? You can place mines there or close off the wormhole
altogether. You can put missiles on colony ships. You can build mobile ship-based shipyards which can build other ships. You
can use one of those ships to build a fixed space station to mine resources from an asteroid field. You can BUILD a new planet
or Dyson sphere or even CREATE a star from nothing. This game allows more freedom and options than any game I have ever
played and it is for this reason that I tolerate its performance issues with modern hardware so that I may gleefully kill aliens with
crewless kamikaze viral spore carrying frigates again.. Overall Score - 9.5
Gameplay - 9\/10
Story - 10\/10
Sound - 10\/10
Visuals - 9\/10
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Duke of Defense is a great Indie game. It is a wonderful Tower Defense game with a quirky Hack and Slash feel. If you wanted
the strategy of Tower Defense with an action feel then look no further. Currently, there are eight different towers in the game.
You unlock skill points to change the way you progress through the game. It took around six hours for me to beat the game and
around eight to ten to 100% the game. Only thing I have yet to manage is beating the bosses without getting hit, but luckily you
can 100% the game without doing this. The price tag is acceptable for an Indie game and the amount I spent playing it. The
developer, Seabass (The Human), is very responsive in the forums and has responded to feedback already. Duke of Defense has
plenty of potential and I would love to see it grow into something more.

Gameplay 9\/10
Duke of Defense fills a void that I've desired in the Tower Defense genre while still maintaining that demand for tower
placement strategy. The game blends Hack and Slash with Tower Defense. It is a more simple Tower Defense in terms of tower
placement. You have trees that you can turn into towers. You'll have to pay gold to build towers, but upgrading them requires
you to stand on top of them. If you look underneath the tower you stand on you will see a progress bar and when filled you can
upgrade your tower without a gold fee. Plenty of towers are currently in the game, eight in total, most all of them are basic in
terms of the Tower Defense genre, i.e. ranged, single target, area-of-effect, slow, etc. You also have the ability to run around the
level with your character and strike enemies with your sword. Be careful though, you can get hit by creatures and lose your coins
similar to our blue hedgehog friend. I wish there was more mobility in the game like a strafe option, but it works with it's
formula. Duke of Defense also features small skill trees to change up the way you progress. Plenty of content to play here and
couch coop mode. It took me around eight to ten hours to complete the game and 100% the achievements. If you really enjoy it
like I did I'm sure you will be craving more. The game is being released on consoles soon, so maybe one day with a level
editor\/sharing tool we could have more.

Story 10\/10
Duke of Defense is a humorous tale about a knight's rise to the Duke of Defense and his tale of defending the land. It's a Tower
Defense game, so myself I'm not expecting a crazy good story. Some games in the genre have tried, but I'm personally not a fan
most times. Duke of Defense has cutscenes that go along with the story. I have to say that I laughed out loud a handful of times.
You fight goblins and wizards along your journey as the Duke of Defense. You get through it with the help of your friends.
Most of them being human friends, all of them having benefits. Not those benefits, get your mind out of the gutter. Play the
game and you'll know what I meant.

Sound 10\/10
First thing that blew me away with Duke of Defense was the rocking tunes featured in the game. I'm a huge fan of video game
soundtracks, so it's nice to hear a great tune in a video game for me. The rest of the sound effects in the game are great. The
music and sound effects together blend well to put you in the atmoshpere. Great feel for a indie game.

Visuals 9\/10
Duke of Defense features beautiful pixel art. Objects become transparent if you place your character behind them, which can be
really helpful during fights where you have to dodge attacks. Enemies have visible health bars on top of their heads, but not too
much to interfere with seeing the enemies themselves. All kinds of cosmetic heads have been put in the game to customize the
look of your character which can help in couch coop mode. I love the look of the towers and that they look different at max
level. All of the level detail is amazing with a few different biomes. There are a handful of cutscenes as well. My only two
problems with the visuals are that some boss attacks are the same colors as their indicators and sometimes similar colors on the
level floor and the fact that I cannot skip cutscenes and dialog. Ice Wizard is rough, worst part is sitting through the dialog over
and over again.. I have absolutely no idea why this beautiful game has any negative reviews??? Granted if you have never played
this genre of gaming before and you cannot either read nor follow simple instructions then you are going to struggle; having said
that just imagine being shipwrecked, as this is what life would be like and as thus; this game is as simple as that.

It is refreshing to have no enemies apart from the elements which are brutal to say the least. My only criticism of this game is
the painfully small icons otherwise this is a simple yet harsh survival game that will test even the most die hard gamer of this
genre!. This game is fun but very short. It took me five minutes to beat it, though that was all the time it really needed. It tells a
story about a blue block who is in love with pink block and what he would do for her. If you are coming into this for amazing
gameplay or even amazing story then you might be disappointed. This is a nice little way to tell a short story.
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Played this on the Wii when I younger and loved it. Saw it on sale and decided to pick it up. An astounding game with amazing
visuals and music. The art style is beautiful and gameplay is fun.. pretty fun little game, wait until its on sale. Short, simple,
interesting. For $2 or 1 on sale it's really worth it for the story, I watched a playthrough of it before buying but felt the game was
worth the money.. Love it just cant get it to leave the ground keeps noising over
. Very challenging competetitive game.. I enjoyed this game greatly, for 80c (what I bought it for) its quite worth it. You get a
simplistic platformer with simple yet challenging levels. After a third time of play most of the levels you will finish them so the
game isnt quite difficult. I only spent an hour and half on the game and finished all the achievements so their quite easy to get
for you achievement hunters. All in all Good Game. I realize this game only released on Jan 7th 2017. Maybe I am doing
something wrong. I have watched videos that are older than the relase date and it appears there was more content before release.
It gives vauge missions... Explore a cave that has a dead end and nothing inside, then the objective doesn't go away. God forbid
you run into a dinosaur, that is certian death it you don't have a place to escape to or get out of reach. I've seen guns in videos,
but have yet to see any in game. What's the deal with not being able to find any gear, or equipment? When you start the game,
you are given a task to explore the area and find out what happened. Is that the nearby area or the whole world? I have searched
nearby and there is nothing to be found. Game discription says it has an intuitive crafting system. I have yet to discover any
crafting in the game at all. I can't decide if this game is broken or the devs just making claims they can't support. I will have to
wait and see what happens in the future. At this time, I can not recommend this game. It has a great look and concept. But you
can't play a concept. If I don't see anything soon I may even ask for a refund. An update is needed and soon or this will just be
another worthless early release Steam game. I am looking forward to Steam getting rid of the greenlight program to weed out
unfinished broken games or lazy developers looking for a fast buck and drop the project.

  Final thoughts: Fingers crossed and hoping for the best. Don't let us down devs. This game could be one of the greats.

EDIT: I want to continue my review of this as it looks likt it could be promising. I also didn't want to remove the previous just to
allow others to see how the game progresses. A new update has been released as of 3/25/17. Crafting was added. Campfire that
provides a light source at night and the ability to cook, but makes it easier for human AI to find you and fends off the smaller
dinos. There is also a shelter that you can craft that you can sleep to pass time. (Hope it can make the night go by faster.) You
can store Items and any addition shelters built share the same storage. So putting an item in one will make it accesable in any
additional shelters you build with plans to add fast travel to these shelters in the future. Sounds like the Devs are heading in the
right direction. I will do a test of these new features and post my thoughts of the gameplay experience.

  Thoughts of the 3/25/2017 update: An hour of gameplay and couldn't build anything. resources impossible to find. Still certian
death with a dino, unless you have a gun by killing a Human AI (which is only good for one use before it's got no charge). Then
the crashing. Running from a T-Rex, crash. Walking, crash. Load into game, crash. Hiding behind a tree, crash. That's been my
experience. Nothings changed. Still a dead end game. 100% Don't buy.. Love this Simulator, and even more the Support of the
Team!
Yes there might be some bugs, but i know that they are doing everything to fix them.
For me its my personal Favorite and i couldnt find a similar feeling in any other simulator yet.
I can only recommend you to give it a try!. Very good idea for a classic RTS. Needs some polishing but other than that it is a fun
past time. I hope it continues to be updated!
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